SEW STYLISH: Look Like a Million in Clothes You Sew
Sunday, October 20 (the day following Annual Meeting)
Noon to 6:00 PM
Hilton Garden Inn, 895 Cobb Place Blvd. NW, Kennesaw, GA 30144
Price: $35.00 for ASG members
$70.00 for non-members
Snacks and beverages will be provided.
No class limit; the more, the merrier!
Registration will open on August 15. To
register, go to (link to be supplied here).
Why look "loving hands at home" when you
can easily look "custom couture"?
Nothing is more frustrating! Gorgeous
fabric, a stunning pattern choice, meticulous
workmanship and a finished garment that
makes you look and feel frumpy.
A seminar with Nancy Nix-Rice can teach you to know (before you sew) exactly which
styles, fabrics and details will make you look and feel like a million.
Each participant will learn:
• How "points of connection" make any woman look and feel beautiful.
• How to identify her personal key neutral. (Clue: it's probably NOT black!)
• How to classify her coloring as warm, cool, or something in-between.
• Accent colors that make her look glowing and healthy.
• Four body classification and key styles to flatter each unique figure type.
• Solutions to banish the eight common figure challenges.
• The (almost) universal secret to looking instantly taller, thinner and more proportional.
• Eight strategies to appear ten pounds thinner without losing an ounce.
• Undercover secrets to strip away years and pounds.
• Fine points of fit to make her clothes look more expensive.
• How to balance her facial shape to an ideal oval.
• How facial structure dictates design details and accessory shapes.
• Accessory selection: the ideal shoes, belts and handbags to finish a look.
• The magic of accessory “links” to multiply mix-match wardrobe options.
• Purging her closet: deciding what goes and what stays.
• Surprising updates to give questionable garments new life.
• Ten organizing tricks to make her closet user-friendly.
• The four key pieces that can triple the versatility of her wardrobe.
• Six secrets to pain-free shopping, and much more...

